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The main results of this paper are that the oscillation and the stability of a linear
impulsive delay differential equation are equivalent respectively to the oscillation
and the stability of a corresponding linear delay differential equation without
impulses. The results of this paper can be used to improve and derive some of the
known results in the literature. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of impulsive differential equations is emerging as an impor-
tant area of investigation, since it is a lot richer than the corresponding
theory of differential equation without impulse effects. Moreover, such
equations may exhibit several real-world phenomena in physics, biology,
Ž w x.engineering, etc. see 7 . In the last few years the theory of impulsive
ordinary differential equations and delay differential equations have been
w xstudied by many authors, respectively. We refer to the monographs 6 and
w x7 . However, not much has been developed in the direction of delay
Ž w x w x.differential equations with impulses see 1]5 and 8]12 .
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The purpose of this paper is to study the oscillation of the solutions and
the stability of zero solution of the first order linear delay impulsive
differential equation
n
Xy t q p t y t y t t s 0, t / t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i k
is1 1Ž .
y tq y y t s b y t , k s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k k
under the following assumptions:
Ž .A 0 F t - t - t - ??? - t - ??? are fixed points with1 0 1 2 k
lim t s ‘;k “‘ k
Ž . Žw . .A p g t , ‘ , R are locally summable functions and t g2 i 0 i
Žw . w .. Ž .t , ‘ , 0, ‘ are Lebesgue measurable functions and t y t t “ ‘ as0 i
t “ ‘, i s 1, 2, . . . , n.
Ž . Ž . Ž .A b g y‘, y1 j y1, ‘ are constants for k s 1, 2, . . . .3 k
For any s G t , let0
r s min inf t y t t 2 4Ž . Ž .s i
1FiFn tGs
w xand let PC denote the set of functions f : r , s “ R which ares s
w . Ž .real-valued absolutely continuous in t , t l r , s and at t situatedk kq1 s k
Ž xin r , s may have discontinuity of the first kind.s
Žw .DEFINITION 1. For any s G 0 and f g PC , a function y g r , ‘ “s s
. Ž . Ž . w .R denoted by y t, s , f is said to be a solution of 1 on s , ‘ satisfying
the initial value condition
w xy t s f t , t g r , s , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .s
if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž . Ž . Ž . w .i y t is absolutely continuous on each interval t , t ; r , ‘ ;k kq1 s
Ž . w . Ž q. Ž y.ii for any t g s , ‘ , k s 1, 2, . . . , y t and y t exist andk k k
Ž y. Ž .y t s y t ;k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . w .iii y t satisfies 1 for almost everywhere in s , ‘ and at impul-
w .sive points t situated in s , ‘ may have discontinuity of the first kind.k
Ž .DEFINITION 2. A solution of 1 is said to be nonoscillatory if it is either
eventually positive or eventually negative. Otherwise, it is called oscilla-
tory.
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5 5  < Ž . < w x4DEFINITION 3. For any f g PC define f s sup f s : s g r , s .s s
Ž .The zero solution of 1 is said to be
Ž . Ž .i stable, if for any e ) 0 and s G 0, there exists a d s d e , s ) 0
5 5 < Ž . <such that f g PC and f - d imply y t, s , f - e for t G s ;s
Ž .ii uniformly stable, if d is independent of s ;
Ž . Ž .iii asymptotically stable, if y t, s , f is stable and for any s G t0
Ž . 5 5there exists a d s d s ) 0 such that f g PC and f - d imply0 0 s 0
Ž .lim y t, s , f s 0.t “‘
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we establish a fundamental theorem that enables us to
Ž .reduce the oscillation and nonoscillation of solutions of 1 and stability of
Ž .the zero solution of 1 to the corresponding problem, respectively, for a
delay differential equation without impulses.
Consider the delay differential equation
n
y1Xx t q p t 1 q b x t y t t s 0, 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Łi k i
Ž .tyt t Ft -tis1 i k
Ž . Ž .where p , t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n and b , k s 1, 2, . . . , satisfy A ] A . Herei i k 1 3
and in the sequel we assume that a product equals unity if the number of
factors is equal to zero.
Ž . Ž . w .By a solution x t of 4 on s , ‘ we mean an absolutely continuous
w . Ž . w .function on r , ‘ which satisfies 4 almost everywhere for t g s , ‘ ands
Ž . Ž .satisfies condition 3 where r is defined as in 2 . Similarly, as Definitionss
2 and 3, the oscillation of solutions and the various stabilities of the zero
Ž .solution of 4 can be defined.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that A ] A hold.1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If x t, s , f is a solution of 4 , then y t, s , f s Łs F t - tk
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 q b x t, s , f is a solution of 1 .k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If y t, s , f is a solution of 1 , then x t, s , f s Łs F t - tk
Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .1 q b y t, s , f is a solution of 4 .k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let x t s x t, s , f and y t s y t, s , f . First, we prove i . It
Ž . Ž . Ž .is easy to see that y t s Ł 1 q b x t is absolutely continuouss F t - t kk
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Ž xon each interval t , t and for any t / t , k s 1, 2, . . . ,k kq1 k
n
Xy t q p t y t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i
is1
n
Xs 1 q b x t q p t 1 q b x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ý Łk i k i
sFt -t Ž .sFt -tyt tis1k k i
s 1 q bŽ .Ł k
sFt -tk
n
y1X= x t q p t 1qb x tyt t s0. 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Łi k iž /Ž .tyt t Ft -tis1 i k
 4On the other hand, for every t g t ,k k
y tq s lim 1 q b x t s 1 q b x tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łk j j kqt“t sFt -t sFt Ftk j j k
and
y t s 1 q b x t .Ž . Ž .Ž .Łk j k
sFt -tj k
Thus, for every k s 1, 2, . . . ,
y tq s 1 q b y t . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 5 and 6 that y t is the solution of 1 corresponding to
Ž .initial condition 3 .
Ž . Ž .Next we prove ii . Since y t is absolutely continuous on each interval
Ž x Ž .t , t and, in view of 6 , it follows that, for any k s 1, 2, . . . ,k kq1
y1 y1q qx t s 1 q b y t s 1 q b y t s x t 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł Łk j k j k k
sFt Ft sFt -tj k j k
and
y1y1 yx t s 1 q b y t s x t , k s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . Łk j k k
sFt Ftj ky1
Ž . w . Ž .which implies that x t is continuous on s , ‘ . It is easy to prove that x t
w .is also absolutely continuous in s , ‘ . Now, one can easily check that
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .x t s Ł 1 q b y t is the solution of 4 corresponding tos F t - t kk
Ž .initial condition 3 . The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
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By applying Theorem 1 we can prove that the oscillation of all solutions
Ž . Ž .of 1 are equivalent to the oscillation of all solutions of 4 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that A ] A hold and1 3
b ) y1, k s 1, 2, . . . . 8Ž .k
Ž . Ž .Then all solutions of 1 are oscillatory if and only if all solutions of 4 are
oscillatory.
Ž . Ž . w .Proof. Suppose that x t is a solution of 4 on T , ‘ , T G t . Let0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y t s Ł 1 q b x t , t G T. From Theorem 1, y t is a solution ofT F t - t kk
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .1 on T , ‘ . Since Ł 1 q b ) 0, t G T , y t is oscillatory if ands F t F t kk
Ž .only if x t is oscillatory.
Ž . Ž . w .Conversely, suppose that y t is a solution of 1 on T , ‘ , T G t . Let0
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .x t s Ł 1 q b y t , t G T. Thus, from Theorem 1, x t is aT F t - t kk
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .solution of 4 on T , ‘ , T G t , and, in view of 8 , x t is oscillatory if and0
Ž .only if y t is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Ž .Remark. Under the strong condition that p t G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i
w xTheorem 2 has been established by Berezansky and Braverman 2 . Hence
w xour result improves Theorem 7 in 2 .
Consider the impulsive delay differential equation
n
Xy t q p y t y t s 0, t G tŽ . Ž .Ý i i 0
is1 9Ž .
y tq y y t s b y t , k s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k k
where p are constants and t are positive constants i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Byi i
w xcombining Theorem 2 with Theorem 2.1.1 in 6 we have the following
result.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1. Assume that A ] A and 8 hold and for t G t1 3 0
1 q b s a , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , are constants.Ž .Ł k i
tyt Ft -ti k
Ž .Then all solutions of 9 are oscillatory if and only if all solutions of the delay
differential equation
n
Xx t q a p x t y t s 0 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i
is1
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are oscillatory or, equi¤alently, the characteristic equation
n
ylt il q a p e s 0Ý i i
is1
Ž .of 10 has on real roots.
EXAMPLE. Let t)0 and b)y1 be constants and let t y t st)0,kq1 k
k s 1, 2, . . . . Consider the equation
yX t q py t y mt s 0, t G t ,Ž . Ž . 0
9XŽ .
qy t y y t s by t , k s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k
w xwhere m is a positive integer. By Corollary 1 and Theorem 2.2.3 in 6 , all
Ž X.solutions of 9 are oscillatory if and only if all solutions of the delay
differential equation
mXx t q p 1 q b x t y mt s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
are oscillatory or, equivalently, if and only if
1m
p 1 q b mt ) .Ž .
e
The following results provide comparison theory for the stability of the
Ž .zero solution of 1 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume that A ] A hold.1 3
Ž . Ž .i For any s G t , there exists a positi¤e constant M s such that,0
for any t G s ,
1 q b F M s . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k
sFt -tk
Ž . Ž .If the zero solution of 4 is stable, then the zero solution of 1 is also stable.
Ž .ii There exists a constant M such that, for any s G t and t G s ,1 0
1 q b F M . 12Ž . Ž .Ł k 1
sFt -tk
Ž . Ž .If the zero solution of 4 is uniformly stable, then the zero solution of 1 is
also uniformly stable.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Suppose that 11 is satisfied. If the zero solution of 4 is asymp-
Ž .totically stable, then the zero solution of 1 is also asymptotically stable.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We only prove i . ii and iii can be proved similarly and their
proofs will be omitted here.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For any s and f, let y t s y t, s , f and x t s x t, s , f are the
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 1 and 4 corresponding to initial condition 3 , respectively.
Ž .From the hypotheses that the zero solution of 4 is stable, we find that,
Ž .for any « ) 0 and s G t , there exists a d « , s such that f g PC and0 d
5 5f - d implies
«
x t - . 13Ž . Ž .
M sŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .In view of Theorem 1, y t s Ł 1 q b x t is a solution of 1s F t - t kk
Ž . Ž . Ž .corresponding to the initial condition 3 and for t G s , from 11 and 13 ,
y t s 1 q b x t - « ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k
sFt -tk
Ž .which implies that the zero solution of 1 is stable.
Similarly, we can establish the following comparison theory for the
Ž .stability of the zero solution of 4 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. Assume that A ] A hold.1 3
Ž . XŽ .i For any s G t , there exists a positi¤e constant M s such that,0
for any t G s ,
y1 X1 q b F M s . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł k
sFt -tk
Ž . Ž .If the zero solution of 1 is stable, then the zero solution of 4 is also stable.
Ž . Xii There exists a constant M such that, for any s ) 0 and t G s ,1
y1 X1 q b F M . 15Ž . Ž .Ł k 1
sFt -tk
Ž . Ž .If the zero solution of 1 is uniformly stable, then the zero solution of 4 is
also uniformly stable.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Suppose that 14 is satisfied. If the zero solution of 1 is asymptot-
Ž .ically stable, then the zero solution of 4 also is asymptotically stable.
It would be of interest to observe that by combining Theorem 2 with
Theorem 3 one easily obtains the following result.
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Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2. Assume that A ] A hold.1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i If 11 and 14 are satisfied, then the zero solution of 1 is stable
Ž .if and only if the zero solution of 4 is stable.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If 12 and 15 are satisfied, then the zero solution of 1 is
Ž .uniformly stable if and only if the zero solution of 4 is uniformly stable.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If 11 and 14 are satisfied, then the zero solution of 1 is
Ž .asymptotically stable if and only if the zero solution of 4 is asymptotically
stable.
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